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If you want to improve your understanding of calculus, then this book is for you. It can supplement standard texts at the high-school senior, trade-school, and college undergraduate levels. It can also serve as a self-teaching or home-schooling supplement. Prerequisites include intermediate algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. It will help if you’ve had some precalculus (sometimes called “analysis”) as well.



This book contains three major sections. Part 1 involves differentiation in one variable. Part 2 is devoted to integration in one variable. Part 3 deals with partial differentiation and multiple integration. You’ll also get a taste of elementary differential equations.



Chapters 1 through 9, 11 through 19, and 21 through 29 end with practice exercises. You may (and should) refer to the text as you solve these problems. Worked-out solutions appear in Apps. A, B, and C. Often, these solutions do not represent the only way a problem can be figured out. Feel free to try alternatives!



Chapters 10, 20, and 30 contain question-and-answer sets that finish up Parts 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These chapters will help you review the material.
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Introduction to Supramolecular ChemistrySpringer, 2001
'A major strength of this work is its inclusion of literally hundreds of clearly drawn structures and diagrams to assist reader understanding of this complex area. In addition, the author has included hundreds of up-to-date references. It also has a useful and extensive index. The book is valuable not only to those working in the...
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Data Mining: A Heuristic ApproachIdea Group Publishing, 2002

	The last decade has witnessed a revolution in interdisciplinary research where the boundaries of different areas have overlapped or even disappeared. New fields of research emerge each day where two or more fields have integrated to form a new identity. Examples of these emerging areas include bioinformatics (synthesizing biology with...
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Electronic Commerce in Small to Medium-Sized Enterprises: Frameworks, Issues and ImplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Much of the e-commerce and IT research in small and medium sized enterprises (SME) indicates that these smaller businesses are lagging behind in implementing technological advances. This raises concerns for these SME's success as the Information Age becomes ever more of a reality. e-Business, e-Government & Small and Medium-Size Enterprises:...
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Robustness and Complex Data Structures: Festschrift in Honour of Ursula GatherSpringer, 2013

	â€‹This Festschrift in honour of Ursula Gather’s 60th birthday deals with modern topics in the field of robust statistical methods, especially for time series and regression analysis, and with statistical methods for complex data structures. The individual contributions of leading experts provide a textbook-style overview of the...
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Software Modeling and Design: UML, Use Cases, Patterns, and Software ArchitecturesCambridge University Press, 2011

	This book describes a use case–driven UML-based method for the modeling and
	design of software architectures, including object-oriented software architectures,
	client/server software architectures, service-oriented architectures, componentbased
	software architectures, concurrent and real-time software architectures, and
	software...
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Biometric Technologies and Verification SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2007

	Biometric Technologies and Verification Systems is organized into nine parts composed of 30 chapters, including an extensive glossary of biometric terms and acronyms. It discusses the current state-of-the-art in biometric verification/authentication, identification and system design principles. It also provides a step-by-step...
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